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Abstract: In a non-empty closed convex subset K of a real reflexive Banach space E. Let T:K K  be an 

asymptotically firmly type  nonexpansive mapping with the sequence   such 

that . Let  and  be the sequence in (0,1) satisfying the condition  > 0 and 
 > 0.Define the sequence of iteration   by: ,  , 

,  We have proved that the sequence of iteration  defined above 
convergence weakly to some fixed point of T if (I-T) is demiclosed at 0.Moreover,if T is completely 
continuous,then the iteration  defined above convergence strongly  to some fixed point of T is 
established.Similar result is established for the iterative sequence  
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Introduction:  Let K be a non-empty closed convex subset of a real Banach space E. 

A mapping T : K  K is nonexpansive if    
  for all  
Generally, sequence of successive Picard’s approximations cannot converge to a fixed point in a 
nonexpansive mapping,whereas it will converges to a fixed point in a contractive mapping. 
 
Many authors have worked on the iterative construction and found out that under some condition 
successive approximation can converge to fixed point in nonexpansive mapping. 
 
In 1941, Tricomi has initiated the concept of quasi nonexpansive mapping for real functions. Then Diaz 
and Metcalf [2] , Dotson Jr. [3] and some more authors  analyzed quasi nonexpansive mapping in Banach 
spaces. 
 

A self mapping T: K  K is called a quasi nonexpansive mapping if 
 

for all  
 
A nonexpansive mapping is further extended to asymptotically nonexpansive mapping by Geobel and 
Kirk [4], they proved every asymptotically nonexpansive self mapping of a non empty closed bounded 
convex subset of a uniformly Banach spaces has a fixed point. 
 

A self mapping T : K  K is called asymptotically nonexpansive if there  exists a sequence 
 such that   for all  and  

 
It is clear that every asymptotically nonexpansive mapping need not be a nonexpansive. 
In 2010, Y.Song and Q.Li [7] introduced firmly type nonexpansive mappings and proved the sequences 

 defined in (2.8.4) converges weakly to some fixed point of T. 
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A self mapping T : K  K is called firmly type nonexpansive mapping  if for all ,there exists 
 such that 

 
 

The above discussed concepts motivate us to define asymptotically firmly type nonexpansive mapping. 
 
Preliminaries: In this section we have defined our new definition and the main concepts have been 
discussed which are necessary for our main theorem. 
 
Definition 2.1: Let K be a nonempty closed and convex subset of a real Banach space E.A self mapping 

T: K  K is called asymptotically firmly type  nonexpansive mapping if there exists a sequence 
 and   such that 

 for all  and  
The definition is illustrated with an example. 
 

Example 2.2: Let B denote the ball with radius  in the Hilbert Space  and let T be defined as follows: 

      
Now      
 = . 
 =  

. 
 =   
   . 
Therefore,  

. 

Also  
                  

                 

                  . 

Therefore 
 

  

 

  .  

  , where    

Hence T is asymptotically firmly type  nonexpansive mapping. 
 
Definition 2.3: A Banach space E is said to satisfies Opial’s condition if for any sequence ,  
weakly implies       , 
for all x,  with . 
 
Definition 2.4: A mapping T is called demiclosed at 0 if  weakly and  , then  
 

Lemma 2.5.[7]: Let  be a normed linear space. Then for all  and , then  
 

 
Lemma 2.6.[1]: Suppose that  and  are two sequences of non-negative real numbers such that   

 , for all .If  converges then  exists. 
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Lemma 2.7.[6] Let  be a normed space;  convex;L>0:T:A A uniformly L-
lipschitzian;( ),( ) ; .Define  and  
for all .Then 

   for all and . 

 
Some of the Iterative Constructions are Listed Below: 

Picards Iteration: A mapping T : K  K  and , the sequence of successive approximation is  
 ,  

 
Krasnoselskii’s Iteration: The sequence of iteration is    

 and . 
 
Krasnoselskii’s – Mann Iteration: Let T: K  K be a continuous mapping.Then the sequence of 
iteration is given by  

 
 
Ishikawa Iteration:  The successive approximation is defined as    

 , 

where ( ),( ) . 
 
Modified Krasnoselskii’s – Mann Iteration: The sequence of iteration is   
   
 
Modified – Ishikawa Iteration:  
The iteration is defined by  
       
        ,  
 
Main Results: In this chapter, we discuss our main theorems. 
 
Theorem 3.1: Let  be a real reflexive Banach space that satisfies opial’s condition. Let  be a non-

empty closed convex subset of  and T:K K  be an asymptotically firmly type  nonexpansive mapping 

with the sequence  

such that . Let  and  be the sequence in (0,1) satisfies the condition  > 0 and 
 > 0.Suppose (I-T) is demiclosed at 0, 

then the sequence   defined in (2.8.6) converges weakly to some fixed point of T. 
Proof: Let , then 

= . 
 ≤ . 
 ≤  
                                  . 
≤ . 
≤   
                                   . 
≤  

 . 

≤  

                          ≤  

  

. 

≤  
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 +  . 

≤  

       .  
≤  
    .                (1) 

.             (2) 
,  

                             where  
  

. 

 . 

. 

Therefore  
This implies that  is bounded. 
Also from (2),we have  

 

 , 

              where  

Since  ,  and by lemma(2.6 ),we can get 

                 exists.        (3)                                     

Since  > 0 and   > 0, there exist  and   such that ,for all  
and ,for all . 
From (1) we have  

 
     <  
     ≤  

                                
Hence  
Since T is uniformly Lipschitzian,we have from lemma 2.7 as 

  
for all and . 
As , .             (4) 

Since E is reflexive, there exists a subsequence  of  such that  weakly converges to some 

point of K say”p”.Then by the hypothesis that I-T is demiclosed at 0, 
we have i.e.  

Suppose q be the another weak limit point of  and .Then we can choose a subsequence  

that converges weakly to q.We also have   
Since exists for each we have  

  . 

  . 

   

                             
This leads a contradiction, and hence   
 
Lemma 3.2: Let K be a non empty closed convex subset of a Banach space E.Let T:K K  be continuous 
and   be defined in K such that  exists for each  Suppose there exists a 

convergent subsequence  such that  then onverges  to a fixed point of T. 

Proof:  Let  be a subsequence of  converges to some point . 

 Since T is continuous and  

,we have  

Therefore converges to a fixed point  of T, since  
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exists. 
Hence the lemma. 
 
Theorem 3.3: Let  be a uniformly convex Banach space,  be a non-empty closed convex subset of  
and T: K K be an asymptotically firmly type nonexpansive mapping with the sequence  

   

such that .Let  and  be the sequence in (0, 1) satisfies the condition   > 0 and 
 > 0.Suppose T is completely continuous,then the sequence  defined in (2.8.6) converges 

strongly  to a  fixed point of T. 

Proof: Since T is completely continuous, we can find a subsequence  of   such that  

. 

From (3), we have   exists for each . 
Then from lemma (3.2), we can get converges strongly to a fixed point  of T. 
Hence the theorem. 
 
Theorem 3.4: Let  be a real reflexive Banach space that satisfies opial’s condition. Let  be a non-

empty closed convex subset of , T:K K  be an asymptotically firmly type  nonexpansive with the 

sequence  such that . Let  be the sequence in (0,1) satisfies the 

condition  <1.Suppose (I-T) is demiclosed at 0 , then the sequence  defined in (2.8.5) 
converges weakly to some fixed point of T. 
Proof: Let , then 

 
   = . 
  . 
  . 
   
                .       (5) 

            (6)   
  )}  ,                   
                                  where . 
  )} 
                                              .                              

. 
. 

. 

  . 

Therefore  
This implies that  is bounded. 
Also from (6),we have 

 
≤  

, 
 ≤  .                            

,  
where  

Since  ,  and by lemma(2.6),we can get  exists. 

Furthermore, Since  <1, there exist  and   such that 
                    , for all   
From (5) we have 

 
      <   
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Hence  
Now,  

  
≤ ,  

where   ≤  
≤ } 
≤  }. 
≤ }. 
≤ }.    ≤ }. 
≤ }. 
Finally as , . 
The remaining part of the proof is same as Theorem.3.1. 
Hence the theorem. 
 
Theorem 3.5: Let  be a uniformly convex Banach space,  be a non-empty closed convex subset of  
and  T:K K  be an  asymptotically firmly type  nonexpansive mapping with the sequence   

  such that . Let  be the sequence in (0,1) satisfies the condition  

<1 . Suppose T is completely continuous,then the sequence  defined in (2.8.5) converges strongly  to 
a  fixed point of T. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of  theorem 3.3. 
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